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Abstract

Important structures are frequently tested and inspected by structural
engineers following the occurrence of a hazardous event such as a strong
motion earthquake. Usually, voluminous data are obtained from such an in
spection. On the other hand, the expected conclusion of the study of these
data can be a simple statement such as "this structure has been severely
damaged" . "'!hile it is relatively simple to understand various experimental
and analytical procedures in the investigation of any particular structure,
the complex decision-making process summarizing the ,many results of such an
investigation into a simple concluding statement remains as privileged and
specialized knowledge for highly qualified structural engineers.

Tn this report, an attempt is made to explore the application of fuzzy
sets as an alternative and/or supplementary approach to assessing the damage
state of existing structures. This proposed methodology can be used to in
corporate the experience, intuition, and judgement of various experts, who
may be willing to verbalize their valuable knowledge in advancing the state
of the art of our profession.
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AN APPROAOi TO DAJ''!AGE ASSESSMENT

OF EXISTING STRUCITfRES

by

James T. P. Yaol

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Remarks

Following the occurrence of a strong-motion earthquake, it is desirable

to make safety evaluations by inspecting and testing important structures in

the region. Resulting information and data from such inspections and tests

are then analyzed and used by structural engineers as the bases for their re

commendations concerning any necessary repairs.

In current practice, a given structure can be investigated both analyti

cally and experimentally (1,2)*. Analytical investigations consist of the

examination of original design calculations and drawings, the review of

project specifications, and the analysis of the structure using additional

field observations and test data. nxperimental investigations include the

determination of locations of damaged members, the application of nondestruc

tive testing techniques to the structure, the search for defective workmanship

and construction details, the proof-loading and other types of load testing of

the structure, and the examination and testing of samples of the structural

materials which are collected from the field.

Voluminous data usually result from these analytical and experimental

studies. On the other hand, a typical conclusion that is expected from these

studies can be a relatively simple statement, such as "this particular structure

has been severely damaged by the recent earthquake". For most structural

engineers, the various analytical and experimental procedures in a

lprofessor of Civil Engineering, Purdue Universitj·, West Lafayette, IN 47907.

*Numerals in parentheses refer to the list of references as given in Appendix A.
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given investigation can be readily tmderstood. However, the complex decision

making process surmnarizing the many results of such an investigation into a

simple concluding statement remains as privileged and specialized knowledge

for a relatively few highly qualified structural engineers. Moreover, the

transmission of the precious knowledge of such a decision-making process to

younger engineers depends primarily on many years of close working relation

ships between experienced engineers and their apprentices.

1.2 Objective and Scope

An attempt is made herein to explore the application of fuzzy sets as an

alternative and/or supplementary approach to assessing the damage state of

existing structures. The state-of-theart of damage identification of existing

structures is surmnarized and discussed. The fundamental elements of fuzzy

sets are then presented with structural engineering examples. Finally, an

approach using fuzzy sets is formulated and discussed. It is hoped that such

a pilot study will help to stimulate interest among structural engineers in

this direction.

2. DAMAGE IDENTIFICATION OF EXISTING STRUCTURES

In structural engineering practice) both analysis and design usually involves

iterative procedures. Prior to the construction phase, it is necessary to

make use of mathematical representations which result from generalizations

of available knowledge in the structural engineering profession. Following

the completion of the construction process, each structure has its own char

acteristics, which can no longer be described with the same initial mathemati

cal models used in the design phase. During this past decade, techniques of

system identification have been applied to modify and improve such mathematical

representations for subsequent dynamic analyses. Available literature in this

subject area have been reviewed by several investigators to-date (3-9).
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In the classical theory of system idcnt i 1- ication, tile order, ronn, alld

parameters of the system differential equation are estimated from excitation

and response measurements, which are often noise-polluted. To improve the

mathematical representation of a real structure, response records with or with-

out known excitation have been collected and analyzed with the use of system

identification techniques. In reality, these tests are usually performed at

small response amplitudes to avoid the exceedence of any serviceability or

safety limit states (10). Consequently, the applicability of the resulting

mathematical model is restricted to the linear or slightly nonlinear range of the

structural behavior. Although such mathematical representations are more

realistic for making further linear analysis of the structure under considera

tion, these mathematical models are not applicable for making safety analyses

involving catastrophic loading conditions such as strong-motion earthquakes.

In addition, it is well known that nonlinear structural behavior is load-history

dependent. Therefore, it is difficult to obtain a simple mathematical relation

ship to simulate the nonlinear,·load-depenucni, and time-variant behavior of

complex structures subject to natural hazards. One alternative is to assess

the extent of structural damage following each catastrophic event, and then

use the results of such an assessment to modify and up-date the corresponding

mathematical representation (11,12).

Liu and Yao (13) presented a comprehensive literature review of damage

functions and discussed the general problem of structural identification.

For structural engineers, it is important to estimate the damage state or

structural reliability at the time of the test and inspection in addition

to obtaining a set of differential equations or generalized impulse response

functions. Recently, Gorman (14) considered the undesirable consequence of

structural damage as a measure of risk. Nevertheless, it is still difficult

to clearly define the degree of damage of a prototype complex structural

system which exists in the real world.
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Most civil engineering stTIlctures are massive, sti ff, and individuallly

designed and constructed. Consequently, it is much more costly to conduct full- i

scale tests than other types of structures such as airplanes. Nevertheless,

many such structures have been tested but usually under small-amplitude dynamic

loading conditions (8,10). Recently, destructive and dynamic "full-scale tests

were performed on an II-story reinforced concrete building (15) and a 3-span

steel highway bridge (16). Experimental data from such full-scale destructive

te~ts are considered to be very important in the development of a rational

approach to damage assessment of existing structures (17). In the formulation

as described in the following,procedures for the practical application of such

full-scale" test data will be introduced and discussed (see Chapter 5).

3. ELEMENTS OF FUZZY SETS

3.1 General Remarks

According to Zadeh (18,19), our ability for making both precise and signi

ficant statements concerning a given system diminishes with increasing system

complexity. He concluded that, the closer one looks at a real-world problem

which is usually complex, the fuzzier its solution becomes. Although the

theory of fuzzy sets is relatively new, the calculus of fuzzy sets is well

developed with various applications (20,21). 'Ihe application of fuzzy sets

to several civil engineering problems was reviewed recently (22). In the

following, fundamental elements of the theory of fuzzy sets as given by Zadeh

(19) and Kaufmann (20) are summarized along with several structural engineering

exarr~les from Yao (22) and a simplified version of an example on structural

reliability from Brown (23).

A linguistic variable is defined as a variable, the values of which are

words, phrases, or sentences in a given language. For example, structural

damage can be considered as a linguistic variable if the values of this vari

able such as "severely damaged", "moderately damaged", etc., may not be
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clearly defined but are meaningful classifications. In many situations, a

complex problem can be divided into simpler questions. Some of these ques

tions can best be answered hy experienced engineers with descriptive words

such as "large" or "medium", which are values of a given linguistic variable.

The theory of fuzzy sets can be used to interpret such adjuctives with member

ship functions, which can be manipulated in a logical manner to obtain an

answer to the original and complex pr~?l~m.

3.Z Basic Definitions

A fuzzy set A in a given sample space ~ is a set of ordered pairs

{(xl~A(x))}, for each x € ~, where ~A(x) is called the membership function

which takes its values in a membership set M. If the membership set con

sists of only two elements, say 0 and 1, i.e., M = {0,1}, then A is said to

be an ordinary (or nonfuzzy, or crisp) set. For fuzzy sets, the membership

set usually consist of the continuous interval 0 to 1, i.e, M= [0,1]. As

an example, let N he the set of natural numbers, i.e., N = {O,I,Z, ... }.

Consider the fuzzy set A of "small" natural munbers as follows:

A = {(Oil), (110.8), (ZI0.6), (310.3), (4Io), ... } (1)

In words, we say that the number "0" has a nonfuzzy membership, "1" has a

"strong" membership, "Z" has a "fairly strong" membership, "3" has a "weak"

membership, "4" and higher numbers have non-memberships of the fuzzy set A

of "small" natural numbers.

As another example, let y denote the proportion of cracked width of an

uniaxially-loaded plate, and let B denote the "severelY' damaged" state of this

plate. Then, we may write

B = {(y<o.IIO), (0.I<y<0.61Z(y-0.1)), (y>0.611)}

-5-
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or

0,

~B(Y) = 2(y-0.l),
1

y < 0.1

0.1 ~ Y ~ 0.6
y > 0.6

(3)

Such a description as shown in Figure 1 can be the result of compiling and analyz-

ing the subjective evaluation of a number of experts. A'S it is given in this

contrived example, this plate specimen is clearly (nonfuzzy) severely damaged

whenever y > 0.6, i.e., the crack length exceeds six-tenths of the width of

the plate. On the other hand, the plate speciT:len is not considered to be m

a severely damaged state when y < 0.1. In the range 0.] :: y:: 0.6, there

exists a fuzziness about the definition of the "severely damaged" state, which

are reflected by the linear membership function in this case.

t

0, y E 0.1
2 (y- 0.1), O.I~y::!i: 0.6

I. y ~0.6

o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Y

Fig. 1. Sample Membership Function
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The complement of a fuzzy set A is denoted by A, and is given by

A = {(X!l1A (x))}

where

(4)

(5)

The membership function for the intersection of two fuzzy sets, say A and B,

is given as follows:

(6 )

On the other hand, the membership function for the union of two fuzzy sets, say

A and B, is as follows:

(7 )

The algebraic sum of two fuzzy sets, say A and B, is denoted by A + B and has

the following membership function:

or, for given values of x,

n
= 1 - IT [1 - 11A. ]

i=l 1

Note that, more generally,

11 n

I A.
i=l 1

The membership of the algebraic product of two sets, say A and B, is

given by
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Therefore, for a > 0,

(12)

As an example, consider an axially-loaded plate in which n cracks (with

length C., i = l, ••. ,n,) have been detected. Let D· denote the severe-damage
1 c. 1

state of this plateAue to the ith crack, Yi = -i, and

0, y. < 0.1
1

l.l = Z(y.-O.l), 0.1 < y. < 0.6 (13)D. 1 - I-
1

1, y. > 0.6
1

Let B denote the overall damage state of this plate due to all these n cracks.
n

If these cracks are far apart, we may say that B
1

= U D., then
. . i=l 1

(14)

n
If these cracks are fairly close to each other, we rna)' say that BZ = I D., then

'·1 11=

n
l.l = 1 - ~ [1 - l.ln ]

BZ i=l i

Or,

(15)

(16)

~pre specifically, say that 3 cracks are detected with the following data;

Yl = 0.05, yz = 0.5, Y3 = 0.4.

l.ln = 0.8, l.ln = 0.6, then
2 ~

l.lB
1

= max (0, 0.8, 0.6) =

and

Using Equation 13, we find that l.ln = 0,
1

0.8 (17)

l.l = 1 - [1-0] [1-0.8] [1-0.6] = 0.92B2

-8-
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or,

0.8 2. ~B 2. 0.92 (19)

In this case, this plate with these three detected cracks is said to have a

"strong" membership in the "severely damaged" category.

3.3 Fuzzy Relation

Let P he a product set of n sets and H he its memhership set. A

fuzzy n-ary relation IS a fuzzy set of P taking its values in M. As an example,

let X = {Building A, Building B}, and Y = {Bridge C, Bridge O}. 11len, a bi-:

nary fuzzy relation of "similar damage state" between members of X and Y may

be expressed as

C D

R

A

B
[

O.s Doll

0.3 0.9J

(20)

in which the (i, j) th element is the value of the binary membership ftmction

~R(x,y) for the i th value of x and the jth value of y. For this numerical

example, Building A and Bridge C are said to have a strong membership of 0.8

to be in a similar damage state. l11ese nwnber arc arhitrarily selected for

the purpose of illustration.

The union of two relations, say Rand S, is denoted hy RUS and has the

following membership function,

(21 )

where "v" denotes maximum. On the other hand, the intersection of two re1a-

tions has the following membership function:

(22)

where "A" denotes minimwn. More generally if Ri , i=l, ... ,n, are relations, then
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flUR. (x ,y)
i 1

~Rj ex ,y) = ~~lRi ex ,y~
]

The complement, algebraic sum, algebraic product are represented respectively

with the following meniliership functions:

(25)

(26)

(27)

If R is a fuzzy relation from X to Y, and S is a fuzzy relation from Y

to Z, then the composition of R and S is a fuzzy relation which is described

with the following membership function:

flReS(x,y) = V [flR(x,y)/\ flS(Y'Z)] = max [min (flR(X'Y), flS(Y'Z))] (28)
Y Y

Recall the example relating similar dank'1ge states of buildings and bridges as

given in Equation 20. Let Z = {Dam E, Dam F, Dam C;}, and

E F G

C [0.7 0.5 0.4]S = (29)
D 0.2 0.6 0.5

Then,

R.S [0.8 O.lJ • e-7 0.5 0.4J
0.3 0.9 0.2 0.6 O.S

E F G

A [0.7 0.5 0.4]
=

B 0.3 0.6 0.5 (30)
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To interpret this result, we say that Building A and Dam E have similar damage

state with a degree of membership 0.7, whic is obtained from the operation

[(0.8 1\ 0.7) V (0.1 A O.~)I 01' mux[rnin(O.8,O.7), min(O.I,O.2)-1

3.4 A Simplified Uxample in StructuTt!J- l~c]Labi.!J~t:Y._

Since Professor Freudenthal presented a rational approach to the stnlctural

safety problem more than thirty years ago (24), the theory of structural reliabi

lity has become a significant tool of the civil engineering profession. For

most structures, the calculated probability of failure, Pf' using available

statistics is generally smaller than 10-6 Brown (23) indicated that his per

ceived failure rate is on the order of 10-3 faT a certain type of structures.

Following Blackley (25) in part, Brown (23) applied the theory of fuzzy sets in

an attempt to bridge this gap between the calculated and observed probabilities

of failure. The proposed procedure includes the following steps: (i) compute

the objective failure probability p~o) = 10-n using all available objective

statistical data on load, strength, etc.; (ii) list. the gravity g and conse-

quence c, for each subjective factor which can affeQt the structural safety;

(iii}}assign linquistic safety statements into fuzzy sets and obtain the

total effect T(g,c); (v) obtain a relation R(c,n) between the consequence of

the combined parameters C and safety measure n; (vi) find the composite of

T and R, i.e., T.R, to provi~e the subjective safety measure for this struc-

ture FS = FS(g,n); and (vii) extract a subset K(n) from FS for an element

gEGwhich yields the fuzzy safety measure.

A simplified version of the numerical examples as given by Brown (23)

is presented below for the purpose of illustration. Consider two subjective

factors as follows: (1) the effect of mathematical modeling, numerical ca1-

cu1ations, and design experience, and (2) the effect of human factors, and

construction experience and process. For each factor, the gravity (or

importance) of the adverse effect G and the consequence of this effect C

are estimated by experts with linguistic statements as listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Estimates for Subjective Factors.

Factor

(1) MatheIllatical
~bde1ing, Numerical
Calculations, Design
Experience

(2) Human Factors,
Construction
Experience and
Process

Gravity, G.
. Ior Importance

small

medium

Consequence, C.
I

large

grave

To expressly translate linguistic tenns such as "small" in tenns of fuzzy sets,

let

(31)

Consequence = large
0.8 0.9 1

r--i 0 0.5 0.9 1r--i

GIO CI
~
rJl 0.1 0.5 0.9 0.9

~ 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.5
'M

~
H

CJ

-12-
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Consequence = grave
0.8 0.9 1.0

----_._----- ._----...._-----------
0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1

§ 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2
'M
'd

~ 0.4 0.25 0.8 0.8
G2n Cz II (33)

>- 0.5 0.25 0.81 1
~

'M

E; 0.6 0.Z5 0.8 0.8
cS

0.7 O.Z 0.2 0.2

0.8 0.1 0.1 0.1

The total effect of both factors can be obtained by taking the union of Equa-

tions 32 and 33, i.e. ,

Consequence
0.8 0.9 1.0

0 0.5 0.9 1

0.1 0.5 0.9 0.9

0.2 0.5 0.5 0.5
b' 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2
'M

T = (G!'Cl )U(CPC2) = ~ 0.4 0.25 0.8 0.8 (34)l-<
CJ

0.5 0.25 0.81 1

0.6 0.Z5 0.8 0.8

0.7 0.2 0.2 0.2

0.8 0.1 0.1 0.1

To establish a fuzzy relation R(c,n) between the fuzzy sets of consequences

C and safety measures N, let

R: N =

Then,

very large = {(nl .04), (n-lI0.64),(n-2Il)}, if C is large

large {(nIO.Z), (n-lI0.8), (n-Z!l)}, if C is medium

small = {(nil), (n-lIO.S), (n-2IO.2)}, if C is small

(35)
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Nl = very large

n n-l n-2

<l.l 0.8 0.04 0.5 0.5u
I=: <l.l
<l.l b.o

R1 c1nN1 ::l I-< 0.9 0.04 0.64 0.9 (:>6)cr'tIl
<l.l...-i
If)

I=: II 1 0.04 0.64 10u

N2 = large

n n-l n-Z

§ 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1
'M
"'d 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2
~
II 0.4 0.2 0.8 0.8

RZ = CznNz
<l.l 0.5 0.2 0.8 1 (:>7)
~
fr 0.6 0.2 0.8 0.8
<l.l 0.7 0.2 0.2 O.ZIf)

8 0.8 0.1 0.1 0.1

N = small
3

n n-l n-2

<l.l 0

[0\
0.8 0.2 Ju

R3 = C3nN
3

=
I=:r-t
<l.lr-t 0.1 0.8 0.2
g.~
<l.l If) 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.2If)

I=: II
0

U

Using Equations 36 through 38, we obtain

-14-
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N

n n-1 n-2

0 1 0.8 0.2

0.1 0.9 0.8 0.2

0.2 0.5 0.5 0.2

0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2
<l)
u 0.4 0.2 0.8 0.8
[J

R == R1UR
Z

UR
3

== §. 0.5 0.2 0.8 1 (39)<l)
CIl
I=:

0.6 0.2 0.8 0.88
0.7 0.2 0.2 0.2

0.8 0.1 0.5 0.5

0.9 0.04 0.64 0.9

1 0.04 0.64 1

To provide the suhjective safety measure, use Hquations :14 and :1~) to find

the composite as follows:

N

n n-1 n-2

0 0.1 0.64 1

0.1 0.1 0.64 0.9

0.2 0.1 0.5 0.5

0.3 0.1 0.2 0.2
b'

F == T-R == 'M 0.4 0.1 0.64 0.8 (40)S ~
l-<
l? 0.5 0.1 0.64 1

0.6 0.1 0.64 0.8

0.7 0.1 0.2 0.2

0.8 0.1 0.1 0.1

From Equation 40, choose a subset K(n) of the composition FS' where K(n) is

called a fuzzifier. As an example, choose the largest element in each column

and we have,
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F = {(n 1() .1), (n-11 0. 64), (n- 211) } (41)

In this case, if the objective failure probability is 10-6, the inclusion of

subjective factors produces a failure probability on the order of 10-4 which

IS closer to Brown's perceived value.

In summary, two subjective factors are evaluated linguistically in terms

of the gravity and consequency of each factor as shown in Table 1. Appropriate

membership functions are then assigned to such linguistic descriptions in

Equation 31. The total effect of both factors is given in Equation 34. A

fuzzy relation between the consequence and a safety measure is established

in Equation 39. Finally, the fuzzy relation between the gravity and the

safety measure is obtained by taking composition of Equations 34 and 39.

Results of this example are used to illustrate a rational evaluation of sub

jective factors in the structural reliability analysis.

4 • FORMUlATT ON

4.1 General Remarks

Recently, Fu and Yao (26) considered the problem of damage assessment in

the context of pattern recognition (27,28). The theory of pattern recognition

is the study of mathematical techniques to build machines to aid human ex

perience (27). Essentially, the process of pattern recognition can be illu

strated in a schematic diagram as shown in Figure 2. The physical world con

sisting of infinite dimensions are measured through the use of transducers

to produce a measurement space with m dimensions. These measurements are

then analyzed to obtain a feature space with n«m) dimensions. Finally, a

classifier is needed to yield the desired classification.
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Physical
World

Measurement
Space

Feature
Space

Classification
Space

-
Number of

Classes
(k)

Classifier

Finite
Dimensional

(n)

Finite
Dimensional

(m)

,---.------- 1
Analyses

~----tiO"l and Data --
Reduction

'-------

Transducers

Infinite
Dimensional

m>n

Figure 2. Schematic Diagram of Pattern Recognition

In general, data are collected from the inspection and testing of an

existing building structure with the use of transducers. Such data may in

clude (a) the size, number, and location of cracks, and (b) time-history of

measured ground motions and structural response in the form of accelerograms.

,~ example of crack patterns is given by Abrams and Sozen (29). Data such

as accelerograrns can be an~lyzed to extract a pattern or feature space. As

examples, Beck (30) and Chen and Yao (31) have developed methods for the

estimation of the changing natural frequency using records of ground motions

and structural response during a given earthquake. In the following, an

attempt is made to formulate a decision function or classifier for the de-

termination of the damage state on the basis of the resulting pattern space.
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4.2 Classifiers

In general, there are two types of data from the inspection and testing

of the structure. One type of ohservations is made from local phenomena such

as cracks in certain structural members. Such infonnation can be inco:r)lorated in

a logical manner to obtain an estimate of the damage state of the whole struc-

ture. The other type of data are taken from global behavior of the structure

such as the structural response and ground-motion records.

Let B denote the event that the whole structure has been severely damaged,

and B. denote the severely-damaged state of the structure using ith group of
1

data. For example, i=l corresponds to the information on detected cracks in

the structure, and i=2 corresponds to the features extracted from recorded

accelerograms. Therefore, for m groups of data, we have,

or,

B
m
U B.

i=l 1
(42)

(43)

Furthermore, for ith group of data which are related to the jth component of

the structure consisting of a total

damaged state of the jth component.

of n components, let D.. denote the severely
1J

Then B. can be considered as the algebraic
1

sum of the damage of each component, i.e. ,

n
B. L D..

1 j=l 1J

or

n
11B. 1 - IT [1 - 11 ]

j=l D..
1 1J

(44)

(45)

For the purpose of illustration as noted above? let Bl denote the seyere1r

damaged state of the structure from carck detection and measurements, and BZ de

note the severely-damaged state of the structure from a reduction of the natural

-18-



(fW1damental) frequency of the stnlcture ~ Say that there are 3 major components

with detected cracks, and we have ~D ;::: 0, ~D ;::: 0.8, ~D ;::: 0.6, then
11 12 13

~B
I

= 0.92 (46)

(47)

Meanwhile, we find that the calculated redl1ction of measured natural frequency is

25%. Through the use of an hypothetically established membership function, we obtain

11 ;::: 0.78t-'B
Z

The determination of this membership can be based on full-scale destructive

test data such as those of Galamhos ~md Mayes (15) as shown in Figure 3 plus

advice from various experts. lhen, the membership of the structure in the

severely-damaged state is given by

(48)

As another possible approach, let X;::: {Xl x2' ... ,xk} be a set of k fea-,
tures. For example, xl many cracks, x2 ;::: large cracks, and x3 ;::: excessive de-

formation. Also, let Y {YI'YZ""'Y~} he a set of ~ potential failure modes.

For example, YI ;::: fatigue and fracture failure, Y2 ;::: creep, Y3 ;::: instability,

and y~ ;::: progressive collapse. Furthermore, let Z ;::: the severely-damaged state.

If Ke can find the fuzzy relations R (from X to Y) and S (from Y to Z), we can

relate features X to the severely-damaged state of the structure Z hy taking

the composition ReS. For the pUJTlose of illustration, let Rand S he given

as follows:

Yl: yZ: Y3: Y4:
Fatigue Creep Instability Progressive

& Collapse
Fracture

xl: many cracks 0.9 0.2 0.4 0.4

R ;::: xZ: large cracks 0.8 0.3 0.7 0.8 (49)

x3 : excessive 0.3 0.8 0.9 0.7
deformation
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Then

(51)

z

xl 0.4

ReS Xz 0.8

x3 0.8

Results as gIven in Equation 51 indicate that the presence of features Xz
(large cracks) and x3 (excessive deformation) would constitute a strong rnem

hership of the stTIlCture heing in the severely damaged state. In other

words, if large cracks and excessive deformations are present, the structure

can be classified as being "severely damaged".

5. DISClJSSION

An important step In the implementation of this approach is to establish

various membership functions. Provided that the overall and complex problem

can be divided into a series of detailed questions, qualified persons can answer

these questions with simple descriptive words. With the assistance of experts,

these descriptive words can be interpreted with suitable memberhsip functions.

The calculus of fuzzy sets can then be applied to obtain the relevant c1assi-

fication in the end. It is believed that such an approach can become practical

and useful with (a) the co1larboration of various experts; and (h) the accumu-

1ation of information from evaluations of structural damage.

An attempt has been made to apply the theory of fuzzy sets to the complex

problem of damage assessment of existing structures. In this pilot study, only

elementary fuzzy relations have been used. It is hoped that this report will
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serve the purpose of stimulating interest among structural engineers who arc

concerned with the identification of structural damage. Furthermore, the

report may be useful in introducing tile proI1l<'II1S or slnll·turnl idcnl i fic,lt ion

to experts 0 f fuzzy sets and patteTIl rccogn i tion so that some of them \vi 11

collaborate with structural engineers in fully developing such applications

in the near future.
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